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Abstract-Unit resistors are widely used in matching-critical In this paper, we will focus on the characterization of the
applications. In good designs, matching performance is standard deviation of the resistance of the unit resistor,
dominantly determined by the characteristics of the unit including the sheet resistance variation, body edge variations
resistor. In this paper, a strategy for statistically characterizing and the correlation between the contact size and the contact
the performance of unit resistors that combines the effects of resistance. In particular, the issues of optimization of the
contact resistance, contact size variations, sheet resistance and ratio of length and width for given unit cell area will be
edge variations is introduced. addressed. For simplicity, it will be assumed that resistor

area, AR, and number of unit resistors to implement the
I. INTRODUCTION resistor, Nu, are fixed, i.e. the area of each unit cell,

AT=AR/Nu is fixed. Therefore, for overall optimal
Designers typically create a unit cell that is replicated and performance, the unit resistor design (or layout) should be

strategically placed at layout when designing matching- exploited in such a way that the standard deviation of the
critical circuits [1-3]. With this approach, the overall unit cell resistance can be minimized for a given optimal area
performance of the resultant circuit is strongly dependent allocation scheme and for a fixed unit cell area of AT
upon the characteristics of the unit cell. To appreciate the
importance of unit cell design, [4] shows that for some It will also be further assumed that the only non-ideal
resistive applications, the matching performance depends on effects are the random variations in matching critical
two uncorrelated parts for give total resistor area. One part is resistors. That is, the effects of gradients, placement, and
determined by overall area allocation. The other part is orientation of matching-critical components will not be
determined by the matching resistors implemented with unit considered but it will be assumed that known existing layout
resistors. Although many designers are aware that the strategies including segmentation, common-centroid layouts,
performance of the unit resistor critically affects the and peripheral dummy devices are used to manage such non-
performance of the large circuits, accurate modeling of the ideal effects. For convenience, in the following equations,
seemingly simple unit resistor that includes the random subscript "N" and "R" will be used to denote the nominal
effects of edge variability, local random variations and value and the random variations, respectively.
contact size variations are conspicuously absent in the
literature. II. RESISTOR MODELING

Considering the thin film unit resistors used in matching- A Contact Resistance Modeling
critical applications, the major variation contributors are the
sheet resistance variations, contact resistance variations, A contact with area Ac has resistance [6, 7] shown as
contact size variations, effective length variations of the
resistors and edge variations. With the feature sizes of the RC AC
process decreasing, the contact resistance and contact size AC
variations are becoming more significant and the effects of
these variations can no longer be neglected in accurate where RC iS the contact resistance, Pc is the resistivity of
modeling of unit resistors. Previous work [4] discusses the contact For different contact shape as shown in Fig.1, (1)
effects of the random variations of contact resistance on the can be rewritten as
resistor matching. However, it does not consider the body P-Ppc
edge variations and the correlation between the contact size RC 2 (2)
and the contact resistance. x
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where x is the length of the square contact or the diameter of R2Ck = RCN + R2CkR k=l, ..., n (9)
the circular contact. D is a constant but its value changes
with the shape. Assuming that the random components of the contact

resistances are uncorrelated, from (2), it follows that
A straightforward analysis shows that the resistance

variation of normalized Rc can be expressed as n 1 E K±2.xik Picu (10)

RCR - PCR 2XR (3) k=l RICk k=l1PPCN Y XN PCN )
RCN PCN XN From (10), the first term in (6) can be expressed as

Therefore the standard deviation of the normalized
contact resistance is 1 RCN 2RCN Z XikR + RCN Pl(kR (11)

2 cr2 +4 CF2 14) n l n n2 k=- X N n k=l PCN
=7cY2 ±4o7 (4)
CR PRC XR k=R iCk

RCN PCN XN
The same analysis can be applied to RC2K. Therefore,

It can be seen from (3) and (4) that when the contact size,
xN, decreases, the variance increases. 1 - RCN -2RCN X2kR +RCNZP2CkR (12)

n n n2k=l X N n 2k=l P CN
B. Body Resistance Modeling ZNk

R 2CC
It will be assumed that the sheet resistance is

homogeneous throughout the region of interest and the local Considering the body of the resistor shown in Fig.3, the
random variations in the sheet resistance from one point to effective length of the resistor can be expressed as
another distinct point are uncorrelated. The resistance of a n n

rectangular resistor shown in Fig.2 is given by L xlkR + E X2kR

RS=P (5) L n (13)
w nI n

where Rs is the resistance contributed by the sheet resistance E xlkR + E X2kR
of the body of the resistor. L and W are the length and width = LN - k= k=1
of the resistor. n

C. Unit Resistor Modeling where LN is the nominal value of L. Since the random
variation of Lc is very small compared to the variation of x,

Fig. 3 shows a unit resistor with the distance between two we assume the nominal value of Lc is still Lc.
centers of contacts equals Lc and the distance between the
inner edges of two contacts equals L, t is the pitch and n is The resistance contributed by the sheet resistance of the
the number of contacts on each side of the resistor. W is the resistor body can be derived from (5) and (13) and expressed
width of the resistor. x is the dimension of the contact with as
its variations relate the contact size and effective length of PR WR
the resistor. RSH z RSHN+RSHN P RSHNW

PN WN
It can be shown that the total resistance of this unit n n (14)

resistor is ZXikR x LX2kR
D XN k=l X) N k=l

1 1 (6) RSHN n kL -RSHN n[LN k-
R R

N ~~~~~~~~~~XN nN) XN
+SH +n

R 1 From (1 1), (12) and (14), it follows that
k=1 RICk k=i R 2Ck

2RCwhere RSH is the resistance contributed by the sheet R = 2RCN + RS (15)
resistance, RICK is the resistance of the kt contact on the left n
hand side of the structure, and R2Ck is the resistance of the kt and
contact on the right hand side of the structure. Neglecting
any gradient effects in the sheet resistance and the contact (2RCN (XN A n-X1kR nX2kR
resistances, resistors RSH, RICK and R2CK can be expressed as RR n 2 SHN-LN )J XN k= XN (16)
with k-ki ; (6

RS -RH + SR (7) RCN.rZ PiCkR±ZP2CkR ±R PR _R WRN
SH - SHN+SHR ( ) 2 k-iPCNkEiPN )+SNP SN WN

RiCk=RCN+RiCk k=1, ..., n (8)
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From (21), it can be derived that

A E WN = AT (22)N
m

Fig. 1 Square and circular contacts
From (21), (20) can be rewritten as

(2RCN 't+PNXN) 2a1 t+ 2a2t3 (a3 2 a4pNM
3 3 3 Aim + 3vv 2 ~~~~~~XN .WN WN AT} WN

RN K2RCN t +PN)m
WN

L

Fig. 2 Body of resistor with length L and widthW (23)

Edge variations can be modeled by allowing the length Insert (22) into (23), it can be obtained that
variation inversely proportional to width and width variation 22R + 2X 2- a,t 2,6a 3 (a
inversely proportional to length [5,8,9]. Here, we assume the K2RCN + AJmOS + a3m + rn5m
random variation of x is inversely proportional to XN- 2 N=- XNT AT A TA)
Resistivity variance can be modeled by allowing it inversely R (2R q j52
proportional to the area [8]. Therefore, it will be assumed C AT )N
that

Bm°0. +BBm+BBml

a2 =G2 =G2 a (17) (B4 +B5m05)
XkR X2kR XkR X (24)

(2RCN t + PNXN) 2.2alt 2,/Ta2t3
2 2

=G
2 ~a2 ( where B1 3 1.5 + ATPiCkR P2CkR PCkR 2 (1)XNAT 15XN

ap=3 and =-4 (19) B2 =( 3 B3 Ka4 PN ) B = 2RCN B5 = PN
~ NWN LNT

These parameters are constants for a given process and given
where (xi, Cc2, 0C3, OC4 are the process parameters that resistor area AT.
characterize the standard deviation of the x, contact
resistivity, sheet resistance and width of the resistor. A III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
straightforward analysis shows that the resistance variance of Equation (24) shows the relationship between the
the resistor is variance of the unit cell resistance and the L/W ratio for

a C/ a /given unit resistor area and given type of resistor. It can be

, R 2 P2 2 shown that the L/W dependence of resistance variance is
2nw + 2n +RSHN +RSHN depend upon the relative values of B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5

3_ 2_ 2 2
2 XN n XN LNWN WNLN which are eventually determined by the process parameters
GRR -2R 2 and unit resistor area AT. For different process and different
RN RCN+RSHN type of resistors, these parameters may be very different.

9 n Fortunately, after varying all the process parameters, it can
(20) be observed that the shape of this dependency will not be

very much different from the following two examples shown
where 82=- 2RCN -R [XN in Fig.4. In these examples, AT is 100 imn2, and the "B"

n2 SHN n.LN ) values are calculated by assuming occ = 1Om3, c2=10 n2gm6,
Uc3=1On2Rm2, RCN=lOn, XN=0.3gm, pN=1On/square, and

The number of contacts on each side of resistor can be f=0.78(circular contact). It is also assumed thatcc4=100gtm3
determined by n = W/t. It will be shown that the unit resistor in Fig.4(a) and oc4=10gm3 in Fig.4(b).
area AT and the ratio of length and width, m, can be
expressed as In Fig.4 (a), the variance of resistance decreases rapidly

L ~~~~~withthe increase of m. After reaching a minimum value, it
AT =LNWN, m=-N (21) starts to increase with the increase of m. The m value

WN corresponding to the minimum variance should be used for
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the unit resistor design. In contrast to Fig.4(a), the variance [9] J.Shyu, G.Temes, K.Yao, "Random errors in MOS capacitors", IEEE
of resistance in Fig. 4(b) changes very slowly after m Joumal of Solid-State Circuits, Vol. 17,Issue 6, pp.1070 - 1076, Dec
approaches to a certain value. Therefore, we can choose m
value in the insensitive flat region.

XN

The only difference between Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b) is the Lc
value of O4. From (19) and (24), it can be observed that O4 K=n
represents the body width variation of the resistor. For given
examples, larger O4 indicates large width variation. It can
shown from these two plots that when U4 is large, the
contribution of the "min5"' in (24) term is more significant w K=2
when m is large. "' K=1

In real design, for a given process, but different types of
resistor, these "U" values may be different. For a given type
of resistor, but different processes, these values will also be Rick R2ck
different. Therefore, the m dependence of corresponding Fig.3 Unit resistor
resistance variance will be different. To determine the
optimal geometries for a given process with given type of
resistor and unit resistor area AT, the exact values of process
parameters are needed. For practical design, there are upper
and lower limits for the length and width of resistor, which Variance Variance
consequently affect the lower and upper bound of L/W ratio
and needs to be considered for determining the optimal 0.5 5
geometries.

0.4 4

IV. CONCLUSIONS 0.3 3

A resistor model includes the effects of variations in the 0.2 2
sheet resistance of the body, body edge variations, and the 0.1 1
correlation between contact size, contact resistance, and
effective length of the resistor has been introduced. With this 0o
model, optimum or near optimum unit resistor geometries 0 50 100 150 200 0 50 100 150 200
that are needed for matching critical applications can be m (L/W) m (L/W)
developed. (a) (b)
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